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For my girls.

PART I
EXODUS
Who’ll be my light?
You’ll be my light.
You’ll be my Day and Night
You’ll be mine tonight.
CAT STEVENS

1 | Basket in the Reeds

O

N THE MORNING she discovered the basket floating
in the reeds, Lucinda de Mewcat was foraging for duck
eggs along the lakeshore, as was her habit in the months of
spring. Its presence immediately aroused her feline curiosity,
not because it was unusual for flotsam to be washed ashore—
it wasn’t—it was unusual because the basket was so finely
crafted that it surely belonged to a rich merchant, or even, dare
she think it, royalty. She purred and twitched her whiskers in
anticipation of what might be found inside. Such exquisite
things, it could rightly be said, seldom came the way of a poor
widow in the sleepy hamlet of Purr Meowni.
As she edged toward the water to get a closer look, she
heard a faint noise, like a cry, soft and frightened. At first she
thought it a duckling or gosling calling from a hidden nest,
but when she heard it again she realized her mistake. Like
most cats that had grown up on the shores of Lako di Katta,
she was not averse to getting her paws wet, and within a swish
of her bushy tail she was wading into the lake and dragging
the basket onto dry land. It was much heavier than she had
anticipated. She struggled, though in her eagerness she soon
had it resting on the bank.
Without stopping for a breath, she peered inside. Wrapped
in a silky purple shawl, the tiny occupant stared back, shivering
and mewing. “A kattino,” she whispered, and licked the boy’s
face to comfort him.
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When he quieted, she scanned the lake and surrounding
terrain for clues as to where he might have come from. For
an unknown reason she was drawn beyond the forested hills
on the opposite shore to the snowy ridges jagging the western
horizon. An ancient and powerful catdom was reputed to have
once thrived at the foot of those mountains, its cats rich and
wise and generous. Alas, to her knowledge, all that remained
of Katatonia was myth and cat-lore. Many tales spoke of its
fate, of how the cats went mad and slaughtered each other in
an ecstasy of violence. Others abounded of a mad king that
poisoned the communal well on orders of the High Priest.
Many more rumors stretched the boundaries of believability.
Whatever had come to pass, no cat had been found willing
or sane enough to testify to what really happened, and no
evidence to the contrary, even against the most outlandish
claims, had washed upon these shores. Until now.
Lucinda caught a glint of sunlight off the snow-capped
peaks and the pelt over her entire body stood erect. The
mountains were cursed: if she stared too long at them, she
too would lose her mind.
“If you’ve come from Katatonia,” she whispered to the
kattino, unable to tear her gaze away, “it’s better you’re here
with us now.”
The scent of fish released her from the mountains’ spell.
A flotilla of twin-hulled katamarans bobbed on the choppy
waters in the middle of the lake. Over the sides of the boats,
fisher-cats were hauling nets in the hope of snaring Lako di
Katta’s elusive delicacy, catfish, which would be snapped up
like hot mice later at the markets. Lucinda absently licked
her lips and purred. Then, remembering the urgency of the
situation, she glanced back at the kattino.
His fur was a lighter shade of black than hers and he had
white paws, as if born walking on clouds, and his eyes were
as blue as the lake on a summer day. Even a blind cat could
see he was not from around these parts. She should really tell
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someone about him, but if word got out that he was from
Katatonia, even if it were unproven and just hearsay, she and
her family would be forced to flee the village, along with the
child. Who could she turn to? Who in all the crooked houses
of Purr Meowni could she trust to keep his presence a secret
while she tried to uncover the truth about his origins?
The kitten mewed again. “Are you pining for your mama,
little kattino? She must be worried about you too,” she said,
then sighed, not knowing what to do.
She looked for inspiration across the fields at the village
in which she fully expected to live out her nine lives. Built on
the tip of a promontory, a moat ensured that Purr Meowni
was completely surrounded by water. The only accessibility
from land was over the drawbridge, and that was protected by
“The Claw.” Built in a bygone era, this fortress of turrets and
ramparts was dominated by an impregnable tower that soared
above the village rooftops higher than the mightiest tree in
the forest. Maybe it was the chill of the recent thoughts of
Katatonia, but Lucinda was suddenly glad for its presence. So
too the sentries outside the main gates patrolling back and
forth—tails erect, ears alert, whiskers vigilant—casting ratlike shadows on the stonewalls. Yet she still hung her head
with despair. Her mind was devoid of ideas, as if the sentries
and The Claw were deliberately keeping her from seeking
help inside her own village. What was she to do?
She took the loose fold of skin on the back of the kattino’s
neck between her teeth and lifted him out, then began
rummaging inside the basket for anything that might tell her
who he was. It was lined with luxurious fabric, the same color
and texture as his shawl. As she had hoped, tucked beneath
the pillow was a scroll, just the thing she was looking for. The
emblem on the seal was not one she was familiar with, not
even in the slightest, some kind of goblet or chalice. For a
brief instant she considered breaking it, though what was the
point when she couldn’t even scribe her own name?
11
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As she stared at the strange emblem, it occurred to her
that she actually did know someone who could be trusted to
keep her secret. That someone also understood the mysteries
of written sounds, Papa Katto. He was the grandfather figure
of the village, a sage, a magus, whose wisdom was renowned
throughout the catdom and whose depth of compassion
was like the waters of Lako di Katta, the bottom of which
had not been ventured by any living cat. It was believed—
and she had no cause to doubt it whatsoever—that he had
direct communication with the Great Cat, the Creator of the
universe.
He’ll know how to read this scroll, she thought, taking the
kitten in her mouth. He’ll know what to do with our kattino.
As she hastened toward the main gates, something
dropped from the shawl and rolled into the lake, submerging
beneath the water and sinking into the mud. She ignored it,
too intent on catching Papa Katto before he went on his
regular morning stroll to the markets, and hurried on.

12

2 | Papa Katto’s Angel

T

HE GRASS OF the open field was soft and cool beneath

the old tomcat’s paws. He watched her emerge into the
hazy landscape of his dream, her long white fur swaying in
the breeze that blew across the field. She was more radiant
than the femme-cats of Purrsia whose beauty was renowned
throughout the world; and her angelic smile reminded him of
those long-ago days when he was virile with youth and every
femme-cat seemed just as beautiful and desirable. He felt like
a groom awaiting his bride-to-be at the altar, nervous and
unsure. She approached in an effortless glide and handed him
a gift wrapped in purple silk.
Curious as to its significance, he smiled in return and
thanked her.
“You’re welcome,” she said.
Her voice was like a lute, delicate and melodious, unblemished by even the slightest trace of an accent. He flicked his
ears, and she noticed his uneasiness.
“Are you surprised that I can speak Katalan?” she asked.
Papa Katto shook his head. “It’s not that. I know you can
speak the language of mortal cats, but I wasn’t prepared for
just how beautiful you would sound.” He kept marveling at her
perfect features, trying to figure the reason for her presence.
“I know who you are,” he said, finally. “I am dreaming and
you are an angel. But, you are no ordinary angel, are you?”
He looked into her crystal blue eyes, falling in love with her.
13
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“Your name is Death and you have come to guide me into
the afterlife.”
“Death I am,” she said, “but I have come only with a
message.”
His gaze fell to the purple gift. She told him to unwrap it,
and beneath the layers of silk was a golden chalice as beautiful
as the herald and as light as the wind. He inquired as to the
message she’d come to give.
A gust of wind ruffled her long fur. Mist began to roll
in from behind. “Something few have heard, and only the
insane ask for,” she whispered.
He understood—his day of death.
She rubbed her cheeks with his and told him the day that
would be his last, then turned and floated into the mist that
now enveloped them.
“Goodbye, my angel,” he whispered. For some while he
stood in silence, humbled by her visit, wishing that he were
allowed to go with her into the Beyond. He looked at the
chalice, golden and radiant as a halo, wondering what it could
mean. Then blackness shrouded the dream.
He woke to the morning clasping the little collared bell
nestling in the fur of his neck. Light was shining through
the bedroom window; he had slept late, most unlike him.
He struggled out of bed and scratched an itch behind his
tatty ear, reflecting on the dream. He had felt young again,
positively alive and energetic, a cruel joke to play on an old cat
whose fur was patchy and frosted in the winter of his years,
whose rickety frame was now in the habit of stiffening during
the cooler months. A cruel joke indeed.
As he stretched the aches out of his limbs, he heard the
slamming of the door below and a familiar voice calling out
to him. He yelled back that he was on his way, then shuffled
downstairs to the hallway to see what the problem was, the
collared bell jingling with every step.
“What is it, Lucinda my dear?” he asked, and greeted her,
14
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rubbing her cheeks. When she showed him the cause of her
troubles, he drew a sharp breath and clasped the bell; the
kitten was wrapped in the same purple silk as the chalice in
his dream. “Or should I say,” he said, his mind whirring at
the portentous omen, “why have you brought a kattino to my
house?”
Lucinda was out of breath. She quickly told him how she
found him floating in a basket amongst the reeds. “I didn’t
know what to do, so I brought him straight here,” she said.
Realizing the immediacy of the situation, Papa Katto
led her into the adjacent living room. In his youth, he had
travelled to the four known catdoms outside Lako di Katta—
Katarrh in the south, Purrsia in the east, Katafalque in the
north, and, unbeknown to any in the village, Katatonia, the
forbidden land, the land of perpetual sunset—a pilgrimage
of which he seldom spoke. This room was a testament to that
journey, a chamber of nostalgia where each item detailed the
chronology of that journey, an epic tale that would take a catyear and a day to narrate in its entirety. It had been his intention
to recapture the timeless era before the Wisdom was lost, an
era when the Creator of Things was held in higher esteem
than the things of the Creator. Wooden and clay mementos,
large and small, some brightly colored, others faded with age,
hung along the walls, and in the corner his smoking pipe, or
blookah, made of ornamental glass and metals, blue and red
and silver, sat like a cat in meditation, still and motionless. It
now occurred to him, sniffing the smell of lingering smoke,
that as much as he’d travelled, his favorite destination was
right here, sitting on the Purrsian rugs and cushions with his
friends, occasionally indulging in a puff from the blookah and
reminiscing about the past, even discussing the future and the
mysteries it still held.
Lucinda made herself comfortable on one of the cushions
while Papa Katto drew the drapes. He then settled next to her,
all the while keeping one eye on the kattino, his ears flicking.
15
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“Tell me from the beginning how you happened upon our
little pilgrim,” he said. “Leave nothing amiss. Every detail is
important.”
Lucinda retold her experience at the lake, and when she
came to the part where she discovered the scroll beneath the
pillow, she handed it to him. “That’s when I saw the markings
on the seal. It looks like a chalice, the symbol of royalty.”
For the second time Papa Katto was reminded of his dream,
struck once again by the omen. “You have the intuition of a
wizened magus,” he said, caressing the waxy markings. “It is
indeed a chalice, and it is indeed the seal of a royal house.”
He kept staring at it, sparks of recognition from a time long
ago flickering in his mind. Could it really be? Could this child
have survived such a journey alone? If it were so, no less than
a miracle had occurred.
“So it’s true,” Lucinda said, “he is a prince.”
Papa Katto nodded and said Mi-o, affirming the truth of
her statement. “It is also the markings of something far more
powerful, of which I dare not speak aloud.”
He made a secret sign to protect the infant from evil and
broke the seal. It was a while before he related what he’d read to
Lucinda. The scroll’s author, the nursemaid who had assisted
with the delivery, confirmed the kattino’s royal heritage, but
also revealed that his mother, a young, love-struck princess,
had died giving birth. It was a forbidden pregnancy and the
child was born in secrecy. As to the whereabouts of the
father, he wasn’t even mentioned. The orphaned kitten was
illegitimate and nameless.
Upon hearing this, Lucinda met Papa Katto’s gaze. No
words needed to be exchanged; both knew that if this baby
had died he would have wandered in Purrgatory for eternity,
lost and frightened with every nameless soul that had ever
existed.
“We must name him,” Lucinda said, matter-of-factly. “And
we must do it now.”
16
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“Your concerns are justified,” Papa Katto said, “but
naming a child is the duty of its parents, not for strangers
to take upon themselves. But if it is to be, then it is not to
be done in haste, no matter how dire the situation. Let us
consider what else the scroll has to say. It may give us a clue
as how to proceed.”
Papa Katto read the rest of the scroll to Lucinda, the
nursemaid’s grief evident in the carefully scribed and emotive
sentences; “And before I sip of the poison I have mixed
with my own paws, a lethal concoction that will deliver me
to throne of the Great Cat where I will surely be held in
judgment, and before I set alight this shelter, and with it,
in accordance to the rites of royal interment, cremate this
lifeless body of my princess who I have failed, I render unto
you, my worthy friend, this child of royal and noble house,
which must forever remain secret, and with him his…”
Papa Katto stopped reading. “The rest is blurred, stained
by her tears. I cannot make out the words,” he said, and
flicked his ears. “Was there anything inside the basket besides
the kattino and this scroll? The nursemaid seems to indicate
that there was something else, something important. It might
verify his royal heritage.”
Lucinda shook her head. “Ne, I searched the basket well.
There was nothing else, I swear.” Then she stopped, her eyes
wide. “Oh dear, I do believe something fell from his shawl
when I picked him up.”
Papa Katto stood at once. “Come, we must return to
where you found him,” he said. “There’s no time to waste.”
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3 | A Son for Papa Katto

T

HE SUN WAS nearing its zenith when Papa Katto

and Lucinda stepped out of the village and over the
drawbridge that spanned the moat. The guards paid them
scanty heed, as did the black rat that scuttled into the shadows
of the fortress walls. The nameless kattino, wrapped in his
royal silks and carried in Lucinda’s mouth, slept peacefully,
the focus of many quizzical glances and frowns from those
returning from the forest and the fields for their midday meal
and catnap.
“Another child so soon Lucinda?” a farmer-cat asked.
Papa Katto could not help but notice his accusatory stare,
for it was common knowledge that her fourth child had been
born several months ago, just after the unfortunate death
of her husband. “He has your whiskers,” another said, his
expression demanding to know by what means she could
mother a child without a father.
“Do not be tempted to answer and speak of what you
know,” Papa Katto mumbled out of the corner of his mouth,
smiling and greeting all others that passed. “Not until we have
solved this mystery and we are sure his safety is guaranteed.”
Soon thereafter, they arrived at the basket, unmoved since
Lucinda had dragged it onto the bank from the water. Papa
Katto immediately set to examining every inch of it, inside
and out.
“It is as you say,” he said, after several minutes. “There is
18
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naught else to find in here, just fine craftsmanship and purple
silk.”
He flicked his ears and scanned the banks in search of
clues. At the water’s edge he stopped, peering in amongst the
reeds and inquiring as to where Lucinda had first spied the
basket. Lucinda joined the old cat and laid the baby at her
feet, pointing to a spot just ahead. “Where you can see the
broken reeds,” she said.
Several reeds were bent in half, their heads now submerged
beneath the water, as if searching for something that had
sunk to the muddy bottom. Alas, like the basket, there was
no sign of anything else. At that moment, a frightening
howl echoed across the lake from the far shore, a long and
menacing warning that made his heart miss a beat.
“A… a wolf,” Lucinda whispered, drawing nearer to
Papa Katto.
Papa Katto nodded, staring across the lake at the low lying
hills and the distant mountains. “Mi-o, a lumo. And it howls in
the middle of the day. It is another omen.”
They waited for what seemed an eternity to hear if it
would howl again. “It’s gone,” Lucinda said, sighing with
relief, “but I’d feel safer behind the walls of the fortress. I
feel too vulnerable out here.”
Papa Katto agreed. He nodded to the kattino. “But quickly,
there is something we must do first.”
He instructed Lucinda to tuck the baby inside the basket,
just as she had found him this morning. They then sat, gently
placing a paw on his tiny brow. Papa Katto told Lucinda to
close her eyes and tell him the first image that she saw. She
answered almost immediately; “A chalice.”
The omens were extraordinarily powerful today, Papa
Katto thought, for it was also the first impression that he had
seen with his inner eye, a golden goblet that radiated with the
Light of Life, as beautiful as the Angel of Death.
“Mi-o, it is a royal emblem,” he said, after a moment,
19
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“an emblem of one born of royal blood. It has led us to
his name—Giacomo. It is a name in the old language, the
language of the ancient Masters before the Wisdom was lost.
It means, ‘He who would be King.’”
He paused, sensing Lucinda peeking across the lake
beneath half-open eyelids.
“But he is lost and in need of shelter. He is without family,
an orphan that has been gifted to our hamlet for reasons we do
not yet understand. He has journeyed far from his native soil,
a traveler for whom there will be no rest until he has returned
to his homeland and reunited with his kin, and a pilgrim for
whom life shall be incomplete until he has searched and found
his Golden Chalice. I now give you his name.” They opened
their eyes and gazed at the baby. “Giacomo Pellegrino, the
Pilgrim King.”
With the wolf still firmly on their minds, they hastened
back to Papa Katto’s house to consider the options of what
to do next. It was Papa Katto’s wish that Lucinda raise the
child; she, after all, had experience as a parent, and he, being
a bachelor, had none. It seemed only logical.
Lucinda, having made herself comfortable on a cushion
in the living room, thought otherwise. She already had four
children, and without a husband she simply couldn’t afford
another mouth to feed. She wished she could, she told Papa
Katto, the kattino already felt like one of her own, but it
was impossible. Curled on a cushion next to her, the little
one swished his tail and smiled at Papa Katto. “Is that not
a favorable sign?” Lucinda said. “Perhaps it’s the will of the
Great Cat that you should be his father.”
“You are clever to use logic for which you know I cannot
refute,” Papa Katto said, recalling the golden chalice in his
dream. “And if it is the will of the Great One, who am I to
refuse?”
Finally, and a little reluctantly, Papa Katto agreed that there
was no other option than to adopt the boy himself, though he
20
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thought it foolish somebody his age should bring up a child.
At first the cats of the village were incredulous. Rumors were
rife. “How is it possible that Papa Katto is now a father?”
they asked one another in the taverns and markets and fields.
“He has no wife, and he is surely too old to have a mistress.”
Even the fishercats, never ones to take much stock in the
business of others, were heard to gossip as they mended their
nets and sails in the afternoon heat. The new child was a
mystery nobody could ignore. “I heard his mother sold her
son to Papa Katto for one hundred Crowns,” said a fishercat
to his mate on the wharf. “It’s business more fishy than our
own, I tell you.”
Papa Katto knew the villagers were gossiping behind his
back. Most allegations bordered on the ludicrous, to say the
least. He was accused, though never to his face, of buying
children on the black market, of fathering a bastard son
with Lucinda de Mewcat, of covering up the murder of the
child’s parents, and, most bizarrely of all, of cat-nabbing an
apprentice to train him in the secret ways of an ancient cult.
Despite the slander, he behaved as if a cat had got his tongue.
To defend himself, he figured, would only give his accusers a
degree of credibility they didn’t deserve.
Lucinda de Mewcat, he knew, didn’t fare much better.
She was called unfaithful harlot and immoral adulteress,
sometimes in front of her own children; and when her dignity
wasn’t under attack, she was ignored, mostly at the market.
“It’s getting so bad that even the fishmonger won’t serve
me,” she said to Papa Katto one evening as they strolled
through the village. They were heading nowhere in particular,
just wandering this way and that along the cobblestone streets,
and had just turned off the main thoroughfare, Mia Milko,
The Milky Way, onto a side lane. “I can hear them talking
about me when I walk past. They whisper like they were at a
funeral, and they avoid me like a rat with the plague. They’re
saying terrible things about you, too.”
21

“And they will so long as Giacomo remains a mystery to
them and they have nothing else to talk about,” Papa Katto
said. They exited onto a street lined with crooked three- and
four-story wooden houses that led to the market square,
Mialla d’Angelo. Two elderly femme-cats saw them coming,
glared, then crossed to the other side whispering in each
other’s ears. Papa Katto just smiled. “Give them time. They
will soon run out of things to say, or they’ll seek out someone
else to gossip about.”
His words proved prophetic. Within a cat-month, the
villagers’ curiosity began to get the better of their initial
animosity, especially the femme-cats. Many arrived with
knitted booties and tail warmers for the new toddler, usually
in groups of three or four, or with their husbands, if lacking
the courage to visit by themselves, and they always had an
excuse to stay and chat.
“He’s so cute,” they would say, huddling around his crib
(several guards, whose tongues had been paid to remain silent,
had brought the basket from the lake in the middle of the
night and set it on a stand in the living room), and even, “He
has your whiskers, don’t you know?” At which they would
all look over their tails at the elderly cat, waiting for his reply.
Papa Katto was wise to their pretence. “That’s because
he’s my great-great-nephew,” was all that he would say, “my
brother’s eldest son’s grandson.”
“So he’s a relative, is he?” they would ask, and stare at one
another in turn as if to say, I told you so.
Papa Katto would hold back his smile, careful not to give
the game away. He knew the pandemonium this tiny piece
of falsehood would stir. There would be much discussion
and counter discussion later at the market, or over a bowl of
hot milk in the local milk house. Questions would be raised,
questions they would never dare to pose directly, questions
to which they would find no answers. What happened to the
child’s parents? From which part of the catdom did he stem?
22
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The discussion would rage for weeks and weeks, of that
he was sure. Nevertheless, and for this small mercy he was
infinitely grateful, the roots of Giacomo’s acceptance into
the community had begun to take hold.

23

4 | The Early Years

F

OR GIACOMO HIS kittenhood was a time of great

delight and wonder. Papa Katto was a father he came
to love and respect, with whom he felt joyous, secure and
accepted, without want. From an early age he was taken as
an apprentice under the old cat’s tutelage and educated in
the ancient tradition of the Wisdom. He was taught much
of the mysterious ways of the Great Cat, in particular the
Interconnectedness of Things and the Forgotten Path, the
path that led to the Golden Chalice and revealed the Ultimate
Secret: why cats had nine lives.
“If you desire Wisdom, then you must sip from the
Golden Chalice,” the old cat said during one such discussion.
Giacomo, now ten cat-years old, settled on a Purrsian
cushion adjacent to his father. It was raining outside and a
warm fire flickered and crackled in the fireplace.
“When you have savored its milky essence, the Ultimate
Secret will at last be revealed. Until you acquire this knowledge,
your progress along the Forgotten Path will falter and
ultimately fail.”
Giacomo studied his wizened face and was reminded of
the old oak tree in the forest beyond the fields; the brightness
of his eyes were like its buds in the spring, the wrinkles on
his brow like its craggy bark, and the stiffness of his limbs
like its gnarly limbs. In truth, he was probably older than the
mighty oak.
24
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“How do I find my Chalice?” he asked.
“By following the omens,” his father said. “The Great Cat
is always by your side and will point you in the right direction.
If you do your best, the Great One will do the rest.”
He would say no more on the topic, except to add that it
was the fate of a pilgrim on the Forgotten Path to walk alone.
When Giacomo wasn’t with Papa Katto, he was invariably
with Lucinda de Mewcat’s youngest daughter, Felicia, either
eating at her house, strolling by the lake, playing in the forest,
or any number of things in and around the village. They were
virtually inseparable. She had a cheeky sense of fun he found
hard to resist, and it was Felicia who taught him how to swim.
Unlike the cats of Purr Meowni, swimming didn’t come
naturally to him. It wasn’t in his blood, as Lucinda de Mewcat
repeatedly said. Aside from his fear of drowning, he was
decidedly repulsed at the idea of getting his fur wet. Water
made his skin crawl. When it rained he was always the first
to run for cover, and when the other villagers bathed in the
lake he was always the one who sat on the shore and watched
from a safe, dry distance.
One hot afternoon during the summer of his twelfth catyear, Giacomo reluctantly joined Lucinda, Felicia and Papa
Katto at the communal bathing area on Mialla Flamingo,
the small piazza fronting the lake on the eastern side of
the village. As usual, he abstained whilst Lucinda and Papa
Katto waded into the water. Felicia, to his disappointment,
disappeared somewhere. He couldn’t see her in the throng
of kittens squealing and splashing on the shore, nor was she
with the young tomcats diving from the fishing buoy, which
he guessed at some two hundred cat-yards from the shore,
but he didn’t mind; he was more than content to sit on the
sand and wait for them to finish bathing.
For some reason, although he knew he was getting himself
into trouble, he gave in to Lucinda and Papa Katto’s coaxing
and went to stand in the water.
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“Just to get used to it,” Lucinda said. “You can’t be a Purr
Meownian if you don’t like water,” Papa Katto added.
He would never get used to it, he thought to himself,
but consented anyway, figuring he couldn’t drown standing.
“All right,” he said to them, cringing at the feel of the water
around his lower legs, “but I’ll go no more than this.”
All agreed that this was a fine idea. Yet, it didn’t stop
Lucinda and Papa Katto persisting. “Come on, Giacomo,”
Lucinda said. She was up to her chest in water and gesturing
for him to wade deeper. “Don’t be a scaredy-cat.”
“You’ll like it,” Papa Katto said, smiling as if hiding a
secret. He was also chest deep, and the little bell around his
neck glinted in the sun, like his eyes.
Giacomo waved the banter away with a flick of his white
paw, when suddenly he felt someone shoving him forward.
Horridly, before he could do anything about it, he plunged
whiskers first into the water, which gushed into his mouth
and up his nose. Choking and gagging, he thrashed about
in panic. Then, just as suddenly as he’d been pushed, he felt
someone grabbing hold of his fur and lifting him up. His
face broke the surface and he took a deep breath. It felt like
inhaling shards of glass, cutting and sharp. He racked at the
pain, coughing three, four, maybe five times before he could
breathe again. Thankfully, the second breath felt better, less
cutting, less sharp, and by the fourth or fifth he felt almost
normal, almost alive.
As he recovered, he was suddenly self-conscious of the
silence that had descended upon the bathing area. Wiping the
water from his eyes, he sheepishly looked around. Lucinda and
Papa Katto were smiling, and even the kittens on the beach
and the tomcats on the fishing buoy had stopped what they
were doing. His reputation for disliking water was renowned
throughout the village, and now it seemed that everyone was
staring at him with a bemused twinkle in their eyes. He felt
humiliated and foolish.
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“It wasn’t so bad, was it?” he heard Felicia say from behind.
Like all the others, Felica was smiling. Giacomo knew
straight away who had shoved him in the back and then
jerked him out of the water, but he didn’t hate her for it.
How could he? She was too adorable. Moreover, he was glad
for her attention, even if it meant he almost had to drown
to receive it. “Mi-o, Felicia,” he said, grimacing at the water
dripping down his cheeks. “One day you’ll be the death of
me. Or this lake.”
Felicia giggled and waded past. “Come on then,” she said.
“I’ll teach you to swim. I can’t always be there to save you
when you’re drowning.”
Giacomo figured he was already wet, so he followed her
deeper into the water. It took most of that summer to gain
the confidence, yet by the time the first autumn rains fell he
had learnt how to swim. Best of all, he realized, he had lost his
fear of drowning. He could now swim out to the fishing buoy
and join the tomcats diving off it. It was a delight. Getting wet
no longer filled him with dread, though he still maintained a
severe aversion to the rain; that wasn’t something he’d ever be
comfortable with. It wasn’t in his blood.
When the seasons changed and the lake was too cold to
swim, the weather forced Giacomo to spend most days inside
the house. “You have learned one of the biggest lessons on
the Path of Wisdom,” Papa Katto said one day as they sat in
front of the open fire. Giacomo had come to like these chats
as much as he liked smell of burning pine that permeated
the living room during the winter months. “The wall of fear
must be breached if you are to find your Chalice, a wall that
looks mighty and impenetrable, but in reality is only as strong
as you allow it to be.” Giacomo took this to mean his fear of
drowning. “Has fear not obstructed you in the past? Are you
now not freer because you have stepped through it?”
Giacomo wiggled his whiskers. His father was right. He
could do so much more now that his fear of the lake had
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been dispelled; a whole new world had opened up to him that
had previously been hidden. How many other things had he
missed out on because of fear?
“Fear is the ringleader of the Six Thieves you will encounter
along the Forgotten Path,” Papa Katto continued. “Its
comrades go by the names of hatred, anger, greed, idolatry,
and, the wiliest of them all, your self—they will stop at nothing
to steal your Chalice.” It was a lesson Giacomo tried hard to
remember
Soon thereafter, the first green-gold rays of spring began
to shine onto the lake and the village. Eager to get out of the
house and into the fresh air, Giacomo tempted Felicia into
the woods to explore the hidden trails and to try their skills
at hunting fowl or hare. Deep into it they happened upon a
majestic tree that towered above the rest, a veritable giant of
the forest.
“You can’t climb it,” Felicia said. She had seen the look
on his face as he stared up. “It’s too big. What if you fall and
break your neck? Even a cat with nine lives wouldn’t survive
such a fall.”
He kept looking up, flexing his claws.
“Giacomo, you’re scaring me,” she said. He could tell from
her voice she wasn’t pretending. Not this time. “Why don’t we
go back to the village? We can go for a swim.”
Giacomo had no intention of going back to the village.
He felt drawn to this tree, a feeling that surged upward from
somewhere inside and overwhelmed him. He just had to climb
to the top and there was nothing anybody could do to stop
him, not even Felicia. He was willing to risk all his nine lives
to do it.
“Ne, Felicia, this is something I must do,” he said.
Halfway up Felicia called out again, begging him to come
down, that it wasn’t safe. Giacomo refused to look at her. He
only had eyes for the top.
“Stop this at once, Giacomo. You’re being reckless!” she
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said. “You’re going to kill yourself!” He blocked his ears to
her protests and went higher still. When he showed no sign
of returning to the ground, Felicia resorted to threats. “I’m
going to tell Papa Katto!” she yelled. “You’re going to be
punished! Don’t say I didn’t warn you!”
Then he heard her no more. She went running back to the
village, crying.
The rest of the climb was slow going, but he finally made it
to the top. The reward was a magnificent, panoramic view of
Purr Meowni and the lake. He saw things he had never seen
before, including a distant waterfall where the hills sloped
into the glittering waters. Beyond it he saw the mountains,
clearer and closer than ever before. It was as if he could see
forever. But more than anything, it was his first glimpse of the
horizon, where dreams were born, and he now understood
what Papa Katto had said about breaching the wall of fear:
it wasn’t just his own that he had to overcome, but that of
others as well.
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HE SEASONS CAME and went, and as he strolled along
the narrow cobblestone streets through the village, Papa
Katto pondered on the rapid passing of the years since
Lucinda burst into his house and told him of the kitten she’d
found floating in a basket on the lake, eighteen cat-years to
the day. He eyed the young tomcat by his side. Giacomo had
grown tall and handsome, something that hadn’t passed the
interest of the village femme-cats either. Not that Giacomo
seemed to have noticed the secretive glances over the tail,
the tentative stares from across the street; he went about his
day-to-day business oblivious to it all, or was so accustomed
to being the centre of attention that it was as much a part of
his life as being an orphan.
At first Papa Katto had assumed the attraction was in
Giacomo’s foreign appearance, the paler shade of his fur, his
crystal blue eyes that others had commented were purer than
the waters of the lake, and his silky white paws. Nevertheless,
as Giacomo had grown, Papa Katto came to realize it was
more than just his looks that evoked such fascination. It was
his aura, his disposition, the way he held his head high when
he walked, facing the world head on without fear as to what
the future held; he held a song in his heart and a dream in his
head.
Indeed, as Papa Katto had mewed more than once, though
Giacomo lived the common life, he moved and spoke with
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the grace of a young prince. It was his regal air, above all else,
that captivated the villagers, especially the femme-cats, and
especially one in particular, Felicia, the youngest daughter of
Lucinda de Mewcat.
Yet despite his popularity, Papa Katto knew Giacomo was
suffering from a malaise not even he, a Master of Wisdom,
could cure. Giacomo yearned for one thing, and one thing
only—to be reunited with his kind. There was only one
remedy. Giacomo would have to leave the village and venture
forth on the Forgotten Path, to find the Catdom of his birth;
and as his father it was his duty to prepare him for the difficult
journey ahead. For this reason, he had summoned Giacomo
to accompany him into the woods.
They were now ambling toward the gates along the busy
thoroughfare of Mia Miko. The fortress tower was directly
ahead, thrusting heavenward above the rooftops like a paw
clenched in victory. Papa Katto could still hear the faint
bustle of the market on Mialla d’Angelo echoing off the shops
and cathouses that leaned against one another like drunkards
in the midday heat. As they neared the gates, he saw three
kittens playing in the crooked shadows. They were tossing a
limp black form to one another and squealing with delight
when it dropped to the cobblestones, a dead rat. It wasn’t the
only lifeless vermin he had encountered that morning. He’d
seen clusters of three and four in the gutters and alleyways,
many stiff and flyblown, some already bloated and fetid in
the heat, and even as he watched the kittens a rat emerged
from the village chapel, swaying onto the street, and did a sort
of twirl before dropping dead with a little squeal. Its muzzle
was red.
He and Giacomo stepped around it, a touch uneasy. Out
of the corner of his eye, he saw Father Miasma exit the chapel
carrying another dead rat. The skinny priest tossed it into the
gutter and told the kittens to scram.
“Kids!” he said to Papa Katto and Giacomo. “All they
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want to do is play. They should be learning scripture. The
Holy Book wasn’t written to be ignored.”
“Kids will be kids,” Papa Katto said, watching them run.
Father Miasma harrumphed that the decline in church
attendance was due to exactly that, allowing kids to do what
they wanted instead of teaching them what’s important,
the Word of the Great Cat. “Have you been reading your
scripture?” he said to Giacomo.
Giacomo swished his tail, and Papa Katto jumped to his
rescue. “We discuss the Wonders of the Great Cat on a daily
basis, Father,” he said. “Though we’ve been a little distracted
from our readings by the presence of all these rats. I cannot
remember such a thing in Purr Meowni.”
Father Miasma snorted, and kicked the limp rat that had
stumbled out of his chapel. “The only good rat is a dead rat,”
he said, then turned and went back inside.
Without further comment, Papa Katto took Giacomo out
of the village through the gates. The disinterested guards let
them go unchallenged, more concerned with the rats dying
in the streets than with the comings and goings of an elderly
tomcat and his son. As they stepped across the drawbridge,
he counted five more floating belly-up in the moat, still
perplexed as to the omen’s meaning, but let it pass and carried
on into the fields.
They soon arrived at the edge of the lake. “Here is where
you were found,” Papa Katto said, pointing to the spot.
Giacomo glanced over, then stared at the far shore.
“Where do you think I am from, papa?” he asked, after a
while. “The hills? Or the mountains where the wolves roam?
Or even beyond the mountains?”
Papa Katto had heard this question a thousand times, and
had wondered the very same thing even more. “One day you
will discover this truth for yourself,” he said, not daring to
look at the mountains. “You will journey far. Of this I am
certain. I have read the signs.”
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“I will travel anywhere you go, papa,” Giacomo replied.
“I suspect you will journey alone, my son,” he said, and
began heading to the woods. “The Path is only wide enough
to accommodate one pilgrim. Only you can discover your
origins, and when you do it will surprise you to learn that you
are from nowhere and everywhere.”
They entered the woods along a well-used trail. Papa
Katto then turned off onto a path that was overgrown and
barely visible. Giacomo hesitated, his tail swishing, and Papa
Katto sensed his unease. “Don’t be afraid of taking the path
less trodden,” he said, not breaking his stride. “They’re always
the most exciting.”
They followed the path down a gentle slope, once or
twice skirting around a large trunk that had toppled onto
it, until they reached a brook. This was the place. Pinesap
mingled with the scent of damp earth. Blackbirds sung over
the trickle of the brook. Sunlight warmed his face, but it was
the seclusion Papa Katto was looking for, someplace they
wouldn’t be interrupted or distracted. He sat down on the
grassy bank, still and meditative, instructing Giacomo to do
likewise, and began his instruction on the exercise of Wisdom
known as “The Inner Self.”
“Eighteen cat-years ago you were born unto the world, a
kattino whose origins still remain a mystery,” he said. Giacomo
remained silent. “When I was a young tomcat about to enter
adulthood, I marked my coming of age in the ancient Way by
meeting my true self.”
He then took Giacomo back to the day when his master
had instructed him to picture a place, imaginary or real, in
which he’d found great peace. For him, it had been a tropical
beach that stretched as far as he could see, the sand as white
as the snow-capped mountains, the sea as flat as the lake on a
windless day, a scene as fresh in his mind now as it was back
then. He was surprised with the ease in which he was reliving
it.
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Nestled in a host of palm trees was a small chalet, so he
walked up to the door and opened it. Just behind was another.
This too he opened and, once again, there was another, except
this door was different. Upon it was a name emblazoned in
gold, a name his master told him never to reveal to anyone,
his real name, the sacred name given to his soul by the Great
Cat. He memorized the name and vowed to always keep it a
secret, then opened the third door. A calm white light shone
out from somewhere below a staircase.
He ventured inside, feeling his way down the steps,
hesitating more than once as he descended. At the bottom
he stepped into a spacious room ablaze with hundreds of
candles. The light was intense, reflecting off the snow-white
walls, and in a large open fireplace a smokeless, pale blue
flame burned like a blazing sapphire. Above it on the mantel
piece, glowing with an inner light of its own, he saw a golden
chalice. It was more beautiful than even the most glorious
sunset he’d ever seen. Trancelike, he picked it up. It felt as if
it had no weight at all, as if it were made only of golden light.
“Beautiful, isn’t it?” said a deep, baritone voice.
He spun around. A grey tomcat had appeared from an
adjacent room, silent and mysterious. He exuded a kind of
warmth and gentleness that the young Papa Katto found hard
to resist, but before he could ask his name, and what he was
doing here, the stranger read his mind and replied, “I am you.
I am everything you are, ever have been, and ever will be. I am
your Inner Self, and our name is the same.” There was a glint
in his bright blue eyes when he smiled. He took the chalice
and put it back on the mantel piece. “I know why you have
come to see me today,” he said. “Like all who seek Wisdom
you wish to know the answer to the questions: Who am I?
Where did I come from?”
The young Papa Katto stared at him with awe. It was
exactly what had been troubling him of late. The answers
to these very questions had eluded him for some time, he’d
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been stuck going around and around in the same circles, and
he’d even begun to have doubts about his ability to progress
along the Path.
“But I cannot do for you what you need to do for yourself,”
his Inner Self said, to Papa Katto’s disappointment. “What I
will say is this: when you find the answer to one, you will find
the answer to the other.”
Papa Katto found his voice. “Will you not at least give me
some direction?” he asked.
His Inner Self kept smiling as he had. “When we are born,
the Great Cat honors our pilgrimage into this world with a
gift,” he said. “Though small, this gift contains everything we
will ever need, including the answers to every question we will
ever have. It is more valuable than all the milk and gold in the
world, and there are others who will stop at nothing to usurp
it from us. It is up to each individual to seek it out and claim
what is rightfully theirs. This is what you must do.”
Papa Katto smiled, for he knew exactly where to look.
He now said to Giacomo, “I knew that day I had seen the
Face of Wisdom. It has been with me ever since.”
At that moment, a terrifying howl reverberated through
the woods. A flock of blackbirds took to the sky in fright, and
a terrified hare came bounding out of a thicket on the other
side of the brook. Papa Katto told Giacomo to leave at once.
The wolf was far too close for comfort.
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